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In todayâ€™s advanced, modern and swift arena, everybody wants to stay away from the headache of
the wire cables in their offices or in the home. Some time it is very difficult to manage with the wire
cables of the home network. The one can use the wireless home network instead of this to share
the documents, files, pictures, music files and the sharing of the broadband or other accessible
devices like printers and the scanners. With the wireless home network the one does not have the
need to jump up and go to the particular corner of the office to take prints out or to access the
internet, he or she can use his or her wireless enable devices to get the connectivity at the same
place.

The process of installing the wireless home network so called Wi-Fi is very easy task if it is done in
a scheduled and in the much disciplined way. After completing all the procedure of connecting the
wireless router to the computers with the help of the modems and the added devices the one can
easily surf or browse the internet- whether from the living room or relaxing in the backyard of the
home.

Follow the certain steps to install or set up a wireless router at your home or the office:

Collect all the required equipments:

Make sure that you have all the required equipments to settle the wireless router in your home
network.

Connect the computer system with the wireless router:

Turn off the power from the modem; remove the Ethernet cable connecting the computer system
and the cable port and insert in the router, connect it with the router

Connect the cable with the wireless router:

The next step is to connect the wireless network to the router or the DSL modem with the router.
Connect the Ethernet cable given with the wireless router to the one of the port of the cable.
Connect the cable to that port which mentions the WAN/Internet. This step ensures the connectivity
of the router.

Power the router:

The above steps, establishes the basic connection and ready to use. Turn on the power and wait for
the 30-40 sec. this allows the flow of internet in the cable and do not turn on the router before that,
once the LED in the router shines, means it is ready to use.

Last step; install the software or the program given by the router in your computer system.
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